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The Road by Cormac McCarthy
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The Road, Cormac McCarthy’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, is an intense
portrayal of a father-and-son trek through the blasted landscape of a postapocalyptic North America. Follow the pair on harrowing tests of stamina
and grit and meet a cast of memorable characters along the way. This title
has crossover appeal to lovers of survival, adventure, and even science
fiction genres. What would you do to survive in a dangerous and uncertain
world totally transformed from anything that existed before?

Explore the Author Again

Explore Eco-disaster Plots

Explore Nuclear Holocaust Stories

No Country for Old Men
by Cormac McCarthy

The Year of the Flood
by Margaret Atwood

A Gift Upon the Shore
by M.K. Wren

Follow the protagonists into an ecologically disastrous future Earth, beset by climate change,
economic disparity, mass extinction, and genetically enhanced animals.

Two women struggle to preserve the knowledge
of the pre-nuclear world against a band of rigid
religious zealots they encounter so that future
humanity might rebuild society.

Put dead men, $2.4 million dollars, a troubled
sheriff, and a psychopath together and you get
this fast-paced thriller which takes place at the
boundaries of Texas and Mexico.
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Explore Future Noir

Explore Hugo Award Winners

Explore What’s After Earth

Blade Runner
by Philip K. Dick

A Canticle for Leibowitz
by Walter M. Miller

Dune series books
by Frank and Brian Herbert both

This tracks the history of an alternate 20th Century nuclear holocaust to another nuclear disaster replicated in 3781 C.E. It has everything from
science-preserving Catholic monks to ravaging
mobs in this absorbing tale.

These Herbert books describe a long-distant
futuristic glimpse of Earth as a ravaged, atomics-stricken, and abandoned world that is seen
as legend in the earlier Frank Herbert works and
explained in Brian’s.
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Rick Deckard is on the trail of deranged androids in a post-nuclear Earth full of new religions, radioactivity, and artificial life. Fans of
crossover noir will like this.
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